This paper provides a numb e r o f w orking tools for the discussion of fully nonlinear parabolic equations. These include: a proof that the maximum principle which provides L 1 estimates of strong" solutions of extremal equations by L n+1 norms of the forcing term over the contact set" remains valid for viscosity solutions in an L n+1 sense, a gradient estimate in L p for p n + 1n + 2 for solutions of extremal equations with forcing terms in L n+1 , the use of this estimate in improving the range of p for which the maximum principle rst alluded to holds obtaining some p n + 1 -but without the contact set, a proof of the strong solvability of Dirichlet problems for extremal equations with forcing terms in L p for some p n + 1 , and the twice parabolic di erentiability a.e. of W 2;1;p functions for n + 2 = 2 p . 0. Introduction. In this work we provide a number of tools for the discussion of nonlinear parabolic equations under appropriate structure conditions. In particular, we ll gaps in the current literature and thereby prove a full generalization of the maximum principle" see below to viscosity solutions of certain extremal fully nonlinear equations with measurable forcing terms. While going about this task, we m ust resolve certain existence questions, and this is done as well. The results obtained are formulated in terms of standard extremal equations so that they apply to many other equations. In addition, some new proofs of known to varying degrees results are given.
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Let 0 be constants and de ne P , X = , traceX + + traceX , for X 2 S n , the set of real symmetric n n matrices. Here traceX + respectively, traceX , is the sum of the positive eigenvalues of X respectively, ,X. Let 0 be another constant. We discuss several results concerning solutions of the parabolic inequality 0:1 Lu: = u t + P , D 2 u , jDuj f as well as the equation Lu = f in Q = 0; T , where is an open, bounded domain in IR n , n 2. Here Ducorresponds to the spatial gradient u x 1 ; : : : ; u x n , D 2 u corresponds to the spatial Hessian matrix u xi;xj and jpj is the Euclidean length of p 2 IR n . The notation P , " re ects the fact that this function was introduced by Pucci as well as the property that P , X is the minimum of ,traceAX o v er A 2 S n with I A I. The extremal parabolic equations Lu = f w ere rst studied by Astesiano 1 ; for the modern theory of nonlinear parabolic equations we refer to Krylov 24 and Lieberman 26 . The rst version of the maximum principle of concern to us is stated below for easy reference. It follows immediately from Tso's work 32 which re ned a result of Krylov 23 see also the contemporaneous works of Reye 30 and Nazarov and Ural'tseva 29 , and a recent paper of Cabr e 3 . In the statement and hereafter, the parabolic boundary of Q is denoted by @ p Q, the diameter of b y d , and the diameter of Q by dQ:
0:2 @ p Q = @ 0; T f 0 g ; d = diameter ; dQ = diameterQ:
The diameter of Q is measured in the parabolic distance dx; t; y;s = jx , yj 2 ; where C = C1=; n; jQj n+1 =d depends only on the indicated quantities and is bounded for bounded a r guments.
Hereafter we refer to the inequality 0.4 as the maximum principle". Generalizations of Theorem 0.1 involve i n terpreting 0.1 in a viscosity" sense which does not require regularity o f u . Instead one requires that if ' is a suitable test function satisfying ' t x; t + P , D 2 ' x; t , jD'x; tj , f x; t 0 a.e. in some neighborhood of a point x;t, then u , ' cannot have a maximum at x;t. Viscosity senses are in contrast with strong" senses requiring that u belong to some regularity class for which the equation has a pointwise sense and holds a.e. e.g., the conditions in Theorem 0.1.
More precisely, for each choice of regularity" class R = CQ or R = L p loc Q, we s a y that u is an R-viscosity solution of 0.1 provided that it satis es the viscosity de nition with all test functions ' satisfying ' t ; D'; D 2 ' 2 R . W e also say that u is an R-strong solution of 0.1 provided that u t ; Du; D 2 u 2 R and 0.1 holds a.e. Typically f 2 R will hold when these notions are in use, but the notions are sensible even if f 6 This result may be found in Wang 33 , where the idea of the proof is to show that a certain envelope of u is su ciently regular and therefore arguments from the proof of Theorem 0.1 can be used. This proof is the parabolic version of arguments of Ca arelli 4 see Ca arelli and Cabr e 5 , Lemma 3.3; the main work is to establish the regularity of the envelope by clever use of the viscosity di erential inequality satis ed by u. Alternatively, as we show, one may approximate arbitrary functions by regular functions via a general process which happens to respect the equation and directly apply Theorem 0.1. We sketch this di erent and e cient proof of Lemma 1.2 in Section 1. The approximation process involved is due to Lasry and Lions 25 ; it is a general tool useful in other circumstances. A key property of the approximation which we will need was established by Jensen 22 without, however, highlighting the connection to the Lasry-Lions procedure. This relation is made clear in 9 .
Passing from the case of continuous f to discontinuous f and the L n+1 -viscosity setting is a signi cant step. In Ca arelli and Cabr e 5 , Remark 3.2, a restricted generalization beyond the continuous case is noted in the elliptic setting. In 33 the corresponding issue arises for f 2 L p , p n + 1, but the author used the existence of strong solutions of Lu = f without proof.
The di culties in the elliptic case are treated in 6 , Proposition 3.3. It is the parabolic analogue of the arguments of 6 which succeeds in complete generality here.
The second maximum principle" discussed in this work is the following: This result is in the theme initiated by Fabes and Stroock 16 . A corresponding result for linear operators without rst order terms was formulated in terms of the Green's functions by Escauriaza 13 , Remark 1; a linear result applies to the nonlinear case via linearization. No proof was given and the author commented that while no proof appeared to be available in print, the result could be obtained by adapting the methods used by F abes and Stroock in the elliptic case. Moreover, it was noted that this result allowed extension of the regularity theory of 33 to some p n + 1 just as the elliptic theory of 4 was extended in 13 to include some p n .
W e will present a complete proof of Theorem 0.2 in Section 4. This proof is di erent from that to which Escauriaza alluded, and does not rely on linear methods. Instead, we adapt the proof of Fok 18 , 17 In various proofs, the existence of certain strong solutions of Lu f and Lu = f plays a central role. These issues are not completely resolved in the current literature, and we will attend to this matter as well. In particular, see Theorem 2.1, we prove that the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for Lu = f has an L p -strong solution for f 2 L p Q and p 0 p . Our proof of solvability o f L u = f applies equally well to more general equations and we believe it to be simpler given regularity results of Wang 33 assumed herein and more transparent than the approaches of Krylov 24 , Chapter 3, and of Escauriaza 13 for the elliptic case.
It is not hard to see that one always has n + 2 = 2 p 0 since according to 2 , Theorem 10.4, n + 2 = 2 p is the range for the imbedding of W 2;1;p Q into CQ. We emphasize this fact as it implies that all the W 2;1;p functions considered in this paper are continuous. Moreover, it turns out that if u 2 W 2;1;p loc Q and n + 2 = 2 p , then u has an expansion to rst order in t and second order in x at almost every point, a fact which w e will use in proving the existence of strong solutions. The elliptic version for D 2 u 2 L p , n=2 p is a special case of results of Calder on and Zygmund 7 ; a direct proof is given in an appendix to 6 . We did not nd a reference for the parabolic version and provide a proof in the appendix, Proposition A.1.
As mentioned before, all the above results play a role in 10 . We cannot summarize the results of 10 here, but some are alluded to at the end of Section 2.
R. DeVore generously showed us how h e w ould prove the elliptic version of the di erentiability result in the appendix, and this in uenced our presentation. We bene tted from contacts with L. Wang and L. Escauriaza and from comments of the referee and are grateful to them all.
1. The Maximum Principle for L n+1 -Viscosity Solutions and Existence for Lu f. We seek to prove: Theorem 1.1. Let f 2 L n+1 Q and u 2 CQ be a n L n +1 -viscosity solution of ; where C = C1=; n; jQj n+1 =d is the same as in Theorem 0.1.
We begin with a sketch of the proof in the case of C-viscosity solutions.
Recall that this result is contained in Wang 33 , but our proof is quite di erent. The presentation is self-contained in outline, but tracking the details requires considerable familiarity with the sup-convolution" see 25 Moreover, u further satis es
where C = C; ; n ; p ; k .
In order to prove Proposition 1.3, we require the following result; it is a consequence of results of Wang 33 and Escauriaza 13 see also Dong and X.J. Wang Let A 2 I; I mean A 2 Sn and I A I and hq;pi be the Euclidean inner-product of p; q 2 IR n . The operator L is extremal" in that 1:9 P , X , jpj = inf f,traceAX + h q;pi: A2 I; I ; q 2 IR n ; jqj g : Since X;p7 ! P , X , jpj is superadditive b y 1.9, u j , u k t + P , D 2 u j , u k , jDu j , u k j u j t + P , D 2 u j , jDu j j , In view of 1.9 we h a v e u j t , traceAD 2 u j + h q;Du j i f j a.e. for A 2 I; I , jqj . We may pass to the weak limit in L p loc Q to conclude that u t , traceAD 2 u + h q;Dui f a.e. Then in ng" over A; q yields Lu f a.e. Finally, 1.4 holds for each u j with f replaced by f j , and hence in the limit.
We are now able to prove Theorem 1.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since can be approximated from the inside by arbitrarily regular subdomains, without loss of generality w e may assume that satis es the assumption of Proposition 1.3. Let f 2 L n+1 Q and u 2 CQ b e a n L n +1 -viscosity solution of Lu f in Q. Let We will denote q 0 = n , n; ; ; d . As explained in the introduction, the following result is inspired by and improves upon 14 . with constants C and B as in Theorems 0.2 and 1.5, respectively. Proof. Since instead of Q we can consider its slightly smaller subdomain, without loss of generality w e m a y assume that u is a strong solution of Lu f + w in a neighborhood of Q, and that @ is as regular as we please. Let u n be standard molli cations of u. It follows that u n satisfy Lu n f n + w a:e: in Q;
where f n ! f + in L p Q. We can assume that f n ; w 0. Moreover, since u n 2 C 1 Q, Lu n is bounded and therefore there is w n 2 L 1 such that 0 w n w and Lu n f n + w n a:e: in Q: From which given ku,u j k L 1 Qr ! 0, contradicts 2.11. The proof is complete. The dependence of constant C follows from 1.6 and Theorem 0.2.
The proof just given is in fact general. Using Proposition 1.3 as above, one can show that if solutions u j of equations u j t + G j x; t; Du j ; D 2 u j 0 with certain structure converge uniformly to a limit u and G j ! G suitably, then for almost every point x;t at which u satis es ux; t ux;t + a t , t + h p; x ,xi + 1 2 hXx ,x; x , x i + o j x , x j 2 + j t , t j for some a 2 IR, p 2 IR n , X 2 S n , one has a + Gx;t; p; X 0: However, as there are many other related issues best presented as a whole, we defer further details to 10 , where a general theory is developed. We will foreshadow a bit. If F: I R n S n ! I R satis es P , X , Y , jp , qj F p; X , Fq;Y P + X , Y + j p , q j ;
where P + X = ,P , ,X, then the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for u t + FDu;D 2 u = f is uniquely solvable with equation understood in the viscosity sense an example due to Nadirashvili 28 shows that classical solutions do not exist in general, the solutions possess pointwise derivatives a.e. which satisfy the equation a.e., and a pointwise characterization of the solutions can be given. All this and much more is found in 10 in which the current results are used vigorously.
3. Aside on GoodSolutions. A main point of the next section is that an estimate on Du for some solutions of u t + P , D 2 u , jDuj = f, f 2 L n+1 , implies that 1.5 holds for P in a range n + 1 , P . Roughly speaking, it would be convenient t o h a v e Theorem 2.1 available with p = n+1 for this proof, but it is not available in this line of argument since we seek to prove 1.4. We do have, however, a convenient substitute.
As noted already, i f u; v are L n+1 -strong solutions of Here C = C; ; n ; P ; d Q .
Note that we are now using P" a b o v e t o s a v e p " for use in the course of argument. As before, Q r x; t will denote the parabolic cylinder B r xt,r 2 ; t , where B r x is the open Euclidean ball in IR n centered at x of radius r. In addition, Q r denotes Q r 0; 0.
The following regularity result contains information used in the proof. The full result is of independent i n terest. The proof uses arguments similar to those employed to obtain the general gradient regularity result in the elliptic case in Swie , ch 31 and its parabolic counterpart in 10 . At the core of these proofs are techniques used by Ca arelli 4 to prove i n terior C 1; estimates for elliptic equations and later generalized to the parabolic setting by W ang 33 . Our proof appears to be longer than typical of the area, but this is simply because we made it easy to follow. The right hand side has been rigged for future simplicity. 
T o deal with the rst term on the right, we notice that since w = u , h k and w = h k , u both satisfy w t + P , D 2 w j f j and vanish on @ p Q k,1 , the maximum principle yields it is possible to show that solutions to elliptic equations P , D 2 u = f , where f 2 C L n , satisfy interior W 2;p estimates for all p n . Using similar ideas in conjunction with 33 it can be shown that if f 2 CQ 2 L n+1 Q 2 then solutions of the parabolic equation u t + P , D 2 u = f in Q 2 satisfy for every 1 p n + 1 the estimate
where C = Cp; n; ; . Invoking the imbedding theorem for anisotropic Sobolev spaces 2 , Theorem 10.2, we conclude that Du2L q Q 1 for all q 2 1; n+1n+ 2, which yields 4.3.
We turn to the proof of the generalized maximum principle. Proof of Theorem 0.2. We begin with simple reductions. In turn, 4.25 will follow u p o n demonstrating a reverse H older inequality satis ed by the kernel functions. We begin with some simple observations and then turn to two straightforward estimates which imply 4.25.
The relations 4.23, E x;t g 0 i f g 0 and E x;t g = 0 i f g y;s = 0 for s t, are equivalently stated in terms of the kernel functions as follows: for k 2 K F x; t We have t o examine the three resulting terms arising from this procedure on the right of A.2. It will su ce to let K be the unit cube and consider the q n +2 h q dz 2 dz n dhd 1 and this amounts again to q n + 2 =n. Here r tends to zero as r 0. This is the result modulo the unwanted linear term L Kr u.
We next remove the unwanted linear term. Let r = sup 0sr s. Then, r ! 0 a s r 0. Let K k beK 2 ,k r and denote R k : = L K k u , L K k , 1 
